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PREFACE 

The work presented in this report is part of an ongoing DOE-sponsored research 
effort to significantly improve the cost and performance of solar thermal con
centrators by the development of innovative collector concepts. Prior DOE
sponsored research has established the dramatic potential benefit's of the 
stretched membrane concept. These benefits are due to the structurally effi
cient design, low weight, simple configuration, likely ease of fabrication, 
and potentially good optical quality. Our work is directed at increasing our 
understanding of the structural and optical performance of the coupled 
membrane/frame problem so that we can ultimately develop an optimal stretched
membrane heliostat that can realize the full cost and performance benefits of 
this concept. This work was performed for the U.S. Department of Energy under 
the general guidance of Frank Wilkins and Martin Scheve of the Division of 
Solar Thermal Technology. 
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SUMMARY 

Objective 

To describe and develop an understanding of the optical and structural load 
deformation behavior of a uniform pressure-loaded, stretched-membrane, reflec
tive module subject to nonaxisymmetric support constraints. 

Discussion 

To aid in understanding the reflective module behavior, an idealized ana
lytical predictive model was developed and implemented. The stretched
membrane, reflective module is the major element of the innovative light
weight, and potentially low-cost, heliostat concept that is currently under 
development. The model is used to study the membrane/frame interactions and 
deformation process. This report studies the responses of the membrane/frame 
combination to variations in pressure and tension. It describes the varia
tions of applied lateral shear load, frame lateral deflection, and frame twist 
as a function of distance between the supports. The accuracy of the results 
is confirmed with the NASTRAN structural computer code. The Nastran code is 
also used to provide more detailed insight on specific aspects of the 
deformation process and to help establish the limits of applicability of the 
simple model. A simple optical surface error model is also developed and 
applied to translate frame and membrane surface deformations into quantifiable 
optical accuracy measures for the assembly. This report focuses on a reflec
tive module with a single structural membrane. 

The pertinent structural deformation phenomena of the 
reflector studied and presented in this report are intended 
in the optimization of the design of the stretched-membrane 
lish appropriate design criteria for this concept, and 
developers of this concept. 

Results and Conclusions 

stretched-membrane 
ultimately to help 
concept, to estab
to aid potential 

The analysis demonstrates the need to consider the coupled problem rather than 
the independent assessment of the frame or membrane. The findings of this 
analysis indicate that 

• The membrane tension can significantly amplify out-of-plane lateral frame 
deformations relative to an uncompressed, laterally loaded frame. This 
amplification effect, which increases lateral frame deformation non
linearly with tension, can also magnify initial frame imperfections due 
to manufacturing tolerances. However, for a given tension level this 
amplification effect is constant, resulting in linear deformation 
increases as the lateral load and initial imperfections are increased. 

• The twist/lateral deflection coupling of the frame is significant and, 
depending on membrane attachment approach and design, requires a careful 
trade-off between torsional stiffness and bending stiffness to minimize 
lateral frame deformation and hence the associated optical inaccuracies. 

iv 
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• If the membrane is attached to the frame, so that its plane does not pass 
through the frame shear center, an initial twist of the frame will be 
present prior to lateral pressure loading. This initial twist can 
amplify out-of-plane deformations and can induce a peak bending stress in 
the frame that is up to three times as great as the average compressive 
stress. 

• For the range of tensions corresponding to single-membrane designs anti
cipated for commercial use, the axisymmetric sag of the membrane due to 
wind-induced pressure loading leads to significantly more optical error 
than the effect due to nonsymmetric membrane deformations. These nonsym
metric surface deformations are caused by periodic support constraints 
and are usually similar to a "scalloped" effect. The axisymmetric 
effect, however, can be almost totally eliminated by using dual membranes 
with active pressure and vacuum controls interposed between the 
membranes. 

• Membrane attachment procedures can have a significant impact on the 
reflective module. Thus if the membrane is rigidly attached to the frame 
such that it complements the frame-bending stiffness, lateral frame 
deformation can be reduced by 30% in some cases and possibly more in 
cases of large membrane stiffnesses. 

V 
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SECTION 1.0 

INTRODUCTION 

Tracking collectors, used to concentrate solar radiation for solar thermal 
applications, currently represent the most costly part of solar thermal sys
tems, and there continues to be considerable interest in improving the cost 
and performance of these components. The stretched-membrane heliostat concept 
has the potential to significantly improve the cost and performance of helio
stat collectors, as has been established by previous DOE-sponsored 
research [ 1]. Further, this research has led to the proposal of numerous 
innovations.* In the stretched-membrane concept, a reflector film--which can 
be metal, polymeric, or a composite--is stretched on a hollow toroidal frame 
that offers a structurally efficient design, low weight, a simple configura
tion, likely ease of fabrication, and a surface of potentially good optical 
quality. Although stretched-membrane research was intended to improve hello
stat concentrator cost and performance for solar thermal applications, the 
stretched-membrane collector design approach may offer effective cost and per
formance opportunities for improving photovoltaic and solar daylighting appli
cations as well as by providing a very cost-effective tracking platform. 

To realize the potential of this concept, an understanding of the structural 
response of the membrane-frame combination is needed to help in the optimiza
tion of the concept, to establish appropriate design criteria, and to aid 
potential developers of this concept. Issues such as the deformation of the 
frame and the membrane, and more importantly the interaction of the frame and 
membrane, under various pressure (due to wind) and tension loads need to be 
studied. Idealized or simplified models of conceptual stretched-membrane 
reflective modules are useful in developing an understanding and a definition 
of how a stretched-membrane reflector should be formed. 

The idealized model considered in this report, a stretched membrane mounted on 
a stiff support frame that in turn is supported by periodic attachments at 
equidistant circumferentially spaced points, is of interest relative to the 
design, evaluation, and optimization of stretched-membrane heliostats, which 
have been under development for some time [l]. To be of value this idealized 
problem should model reasonably well the real static deformation and optical 
accuracy of stretched-membrane reflectors so that the dominant physical phe
nomena are accurately considered. In the present context, optical accuracy 
means the degree to which the desired membrane shape (in a macro sense) can be 
maintained under specified loading conditions. If the deformed surface shape 
can be predicted then the optical accuracy can be easily quantified by deter
mining the surface slope errors caused by the deformations relative to the 
desired shape. Once the surface slope errors are determined, any of a number 
of surface error measures can be used to quantify an average surface quality. 

*At least four patent applications relating to this concept have been filed and 
one has been granted (i.e., U.S. Patent No. 4,425,904 issued 17 January 1984 
to B. Butler). 

1 
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An accurate simple model also is useful to size structural members so that the 
deformations of the support frame/ring and membrane are limited to acceptable 
levels, especially in the preliminary design effort. Further, such a model 
can aid in the optimization of the reflector module by permitting the rapid 
screening of various design approaches. Moreover, the analytical approach 
enhances the physical understanding of the problem by more readily pinpointing 
the interaction of various phenomena such as the amplification of frame 
lateral distortion by the membrane tension. Finally, parametric trade-offs 
are more easily and cost-effectively performed with the simple model than with 
large and cumbersome finite element codes such as NASTRAN [2]. 

Either the membrane or the support frame, when taken individually, represents 
an easily analyzed structure (from a deformation perspective). For membranes, 
solutions are readily available for both infinitesimal and large finite defor
mations [3-6], while for circular structural frames many standard procedures 
are available. Numerous articles describe the response of these frames to 
various loading conditions [7-14]. The more general coupled problem, however, 
has not been studied extensively in the literature, though some related 
studies have been performed [18]. 

The nonaxisymmetric deformation problem resulting from periodic support of the 
frame while under uniform lateral load is significantly more complex than the 
uniformly supported frame case. The problem is primarily of practical 
interest because of the structural deformation and optical accuracy issues 
associated with the stretched-membrane reflector and because the frame
membrane assembly represents initially stressed structures subjected to addi
tional incremental deformations. 

An understanding of the resulting coupled frame-membrane interaction problem 
is of interest for the membrane parabolic dish as well as heliostat applica
tions. The frame-membrane combination is also interesting since the membrane 
and the frame respond in very different ways. For instance, the prestressed 
(tension) membrane supports the applied load by changing shape (i.e., the 
deformation is independent of material properties and the thickness of the 
membrane), and no strains in addition to those induced by the initial tension 
are induced by lateral loading. Of course with a higher order analysis the 
membrane experiences additional strains, and the solution depends upon the 
thickness of the r.iembrane and the elastic proJ..>ertieb of tl1e we111braue 
material. The frame, which is also prestressed (in compression due to the 
membrane tension), deforms so that additional bending- and twisting-induced 
strains result as the frame-membrane assembly is loaded normal to the plane of 
the membrane by wind and weight loads.* Further, the frame bending and 
twisting deformation interact in a complex manner with the membrane and the 
nearly constant frame compressive load resultants. Small deformation theory 
can be used here since deformations that are large from an optical accuracy 
perspective are still relatively small from a strain compatibility and struc
tural viewpoint. 

*The plane of the membrane is represented as if it were perfectly flat in the 
unloaded condition. In actuality, there will always be a slight curvature of 
the membrane whether caused by a combination of focusing procedures, lateral 
loading due to wind and weight, or initial imperfections in the membrane-frame 
assembly. 

2 
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The following sections describe the model assumptions in detail and then 
present the idealized analytical model that approximately describes the load 
deformation behavior of the stretched membrane. A surface error model is then 
developed to allow optical characterization of the deformed surface. Fol
lowing the development, the model is exercised on a typical stretched-membrane 
reflective module, and the results are confirmed with the NASTRAN [2] struc
tural computer code to verify the assumptions and the applicability of the 
model. The NASTRAN results are also used to help establish more detailed 
insight into specific aspects of the deformation process. It is noted that 
ultimately the verification of the model as well as the NASTRAN predictions 
must be done experimentally; such experiments are being planned by DOE. 

3 
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SECTION 2.0 

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

Consider a circular stretched-membrane reflector support frame assembly, as 

shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2, and let the following assumptions hold: 

• The toroidal membrane support frame of mean radius R is supported ver

tically at three equidistant points around the circumference. These con

straints approximate the reactions of a tripod support strut- arrangement 

similar to that found in some heliostat designs [l]. 

~ 
CJ 
0 
0 

(a) Perspective view - stretched-membrane reflective module; 
pin supported at three equidistant circumferential points 

w 
2W 

(b) Top view - stretched-membrane reflective module 

,-. 
N 

"' CJ 
0 
0 

Figure 2-1. Idealized Stretched-Membrane Reflective Module 

4 
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(a} Frame and cross-section detail showing displace
ments and the corresponding directions and applied 
loading 

/z 
/ Mz(0) 
N(0) 

To 

{b} Perspective of frame and membrane cross section 
showing internal load resultants and local coordinates 

"' ~ 
M 
0 
0 

Figure 2-2. Frame and Membrane Cross-Section Details 

• The supports offer only a vertieal (i.e., 
the membrane) eonstraint; i.e., the frame 
ports but not to translate vertieally 
direetion. 

perpendieular to the plane of 
is free to rotate at the sup
or laterally in the radial 

• Small deformation theory is assumed for both the frame and membrane. 

- The membrane earries loads only in tension (no bending eapability) 
everywhere ineluding the region near the attaehment. The tensions are 
assumed to be eonstant and large enough that the deformations do not 
lead to signifieant variations in the tension loads over the sur
faee. Furthermore, only membrane deformations normal to the surfaee 

5 
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are considered, and the membrane is assumed to be loaded normally and 
uniformly. 

Only out-of-plane deformation and twist of the ring are considered 
( radial shear and radial ring deformations are ignored). Circum
ferentially compressive loads in the support frame are important as 
are the normally considered twist, vertical shear, and moment resul
tants. The coupling of the out-of-plane deformation with the ring
compressive force must be considered, but the ring compression load is 
assumed to remain constant around the circumference in all cases. 

• The principle of linear superposition is assumed to be valid for both the 
deformation and the stress state in the frame and membrane. Thus defor
mations and stresses caused by the lateral pressure load on the membrane 
are superimposed on the initial prestressed and prestrained state implied 
by the initial membrane tension state. 

• The frame cross section is rectangular, with external width 2W and height 
2H, and is uniform around the circumference; wall thickness is 
arbitrary.* 

• Displacement compatibility of the membrane at the support frame interface 
attachment is required. 

• The model presented in the main body of this report is derived for a 
single membrane that forms a plane (of a height h vertically above the 
plane) that in turn passes through the centroid of the toroidal frame. 
This model simplifies the presentation, but generalizations to allow mul
tiple membranes, each with different loadings, are easily incorporated 
and are presented in Appendix A. The model also assumes a horizontal 
offset, from the frame centroid, of magnitude p (in Figure 2-2 pis shown 
equal to W but it need not be). 

*The model we developed is valid for any symmetric cross section; care must be 
taken to properly define the attachment dimensions. Nonsymmetric cross sec
tions with products of inertia other than zero lead to more coupling terms 
than appear in the equations below. 

6 
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SECTION 3.0 

FRAME EQUILIBRIUM 

Let the membrane of radius a have a tension T
0 

and let the deformation of the 
frame be described by the lateral displacement v(9) and twist <1>(9) with the 
directions shown in Figure 2-2. Further, let the slope of the membrane, rela
tive to the horizontal, at the frame attachment be given by o:(9). The local 
moment equilibrium equations in the y and z directions are then described, 
from the presentation in Appendix A, by: 

and 

RaT L -..!_ 02v\ = 
0

\ R ae2) 0 , ( 3-1) 

oMz 
~+My - aT0 (<1> - o:)p = 0 , (3-2) 

respectively, where~ and Mz are the local bending and twist moments, respec
tively, about the frame centroid at the section defined by the angle 9 (see 
Figure 2-2). The horizontal aembrane attachment offset p is also measured 
from the centroid (p =Win Figure 2-2). 

It is important to note that the displacements v and <I> described here, as well 
as My and Mz, are the increments caused by the lateral load on the membrane. 
We assume that these are added to the values induced by the tensioned membrane 
during assembly. Appendix C describes initial displacements and loads in the 
ring for an initially perfect ring after application of the membrane. 

Here, as noted earlier, h is the vertical distance above the plane formed by 
the frame centroid from which the membrane is mounted. Thus, a nonzero h will 
result in a constant initial twist (due to the initial membrane tension T) in 
the frame even when no lateral loading of the frame is considered. Appen~ix A 
presents the derivation of these coupled moment equilibrium equations. How
ever, it is instructive to note the physical significance of the last-term 
grouping in Eqs. 2-1 and 2-2. The last grouping to the right in Eq. 2-2 rep
resents the applied local twist about the z axis due to the membrane. The 
last grouping to the right in Eq. 2-1 represents two effects. The term a: is a 
result of the vertical loading caused by the deformed membrane, which in turn 
results in shear induced out-of-pla~ benring (as in a beam). The second ele
ment in this grouping (involving o v/08 results from the moment about the 
local y axis caused by the ring compression N(8) (see Figure 2-2), which in 
turn is induced by the membrane tension. This last effect is analogous to the 
effect of an axial compressive force on a laterally loaded straight beam. 

M can be described in terms of the displacements and the frame flexural 
rigidity Ely by the bending moment curvature change relationships [15,16]: 

(3-3) 

7 
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Likewise, the corresponding expression for the frame twist M
2 

in terms of the 

frame torsional rigidity KG and the displacements is [15] 

KGr oq> 1 ov] 
Mz = Rl~ + R ~ • ( 3-4) 

The moments My and M
2 

can be eliminated 
resulting in coupled equations for the 
twist and bending of the support frame. 
rium equations are 

by combining Eq s. 2-1 through 2-4, 
displacements corresponding to the 
The resulting displacement equilib-

Ely [! v , , , , _ .+. , ·] _ RGK L , , 1 , ·] l 
R R 'I' l'I' + R v - RaTo \a ; v") = 0 , (3-5) 

for the bending equation and 

-'I' +-v GK[.+. 11 1 "] 
R R 

El [ '
1 

] +?; - q> - aT0 p(q> - a) 0 ' (3-6) 

corresponding to the twist equation. Note that the prime superscript denotes 

simple total differentiation of the quantity with respect toe. 

The corresponding boundary conditions for Eqs. 2-5 and 2-6 are then easily 

determined from symmetry conditions at the three supports (i.e., e = 0, 2n/3, 

4n/ 3). Hence, from symmetry arguments only one segment of the ring must be 

considered (i.e., from e = 0 to 0 = 2n/3). Then the appropriate boundary con

ditions are 

v(0) = v(;n) = v' (0) = v' (;n) = (j)' (0) ql I (;n) = 0 0 (3-7) 

8 
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SECTIOR 4.0 

MEMBRANE EQUILIBRIUM AND CORRESPONDIRG SOLUTION 

The linear membrane deformation solution for lateral displacement is easily 
determined from classical analysis. The solution is just the su·m of two 
linear solutions. The first solution corresponds to an axisymmetric problem 
and is obtained from Poisson's equation with homogeneous boundary condi
tions. The second linear solution corresponds to the nonaxisymmetric problem 
where the solution is obtained from Laplace's equation with nonhomogeneous 
boundary conditions. Physically, the second solution corresponds to a uni
formly tensioned membrane, which is unloaded laterally and has a nonzero edge 
displacement equal to the displacement of the frame (at the attachment point) 
(see Figure 4-1). 

(a) w1 axisymmetric portion of membrane deformation 

"Scalloped" or 
deformed shape 

(b) w2 nonsymmetric, "scalloped," membrane shape caused by support constraints 

a, 

~ 
M 
0 
0 

Figure 4-1. Axi.syametric and Nonsymmetric Deformation Patterns Caused by 
Lateral Loading and Support Constraints 
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Let the two membrane displacement solutions described above be denoted by w1 
and w2 , respectively; then the total displacement w is 

( 4-1) 

and the symmetric membrane deformation w1 is determined from 

(4-2) 

with the boundary condition 

w
1
(a,0) = 0, (4-3) 

where Pis the uniform pressure applied to the membrane and T is the initial 
membrane tension. Furthermore, the nonsymmetric membrane deformation caused 
by the displacement of the support frame is determined from 

(4-4) 

with the boundary condition 

w 
2 

( a, 0) = f ( 0 ) , ( 4-5) 

where f(0) is the vertical displacement of the ring interface attachment. The 
solution to Eqs. 4-2 and 4-3 is 

w = Pa211 - (.E.)2] (4-6) 
1 4T0 l a , 

and the solution for w2 is determined from a simple Fourier analysis given by 

w
2
(r,8) = ..!:.. I (.E.)n cos n0 J2

n[v(~) + p~(~)]cos n~ d~, 
n n=l a o 

(4-7) 

where it is noted that the compatibility relation for the membrane displace
ment at the frame attachment is used in the Fourier coefficient integral and 
is given by 

w
2
(a,0) = w(a,0) = v(0) + p~(S) = f(0). (4-8) 

Thus, the total solution for w is determined as in Eq. 4-1 and is given by 

Pa2 [ (r)2] 1 "' w(r,0) = - 1 - - + - I 
4T0 a n n=l (f)n cos n0 

0
J2

n [v(~) + p~(~)] cos n~ d~. 
(4-9) 

Thus, the explicit dependence of the membrane solution on the frame displace
ment is shown. Further the frame Eqs. 3-5 and 3-6 depend on a: (0), which is 
just the slope of the membrane at the attachment point. That is, a: (0) is 
defined by 

10 
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a(S) = _ ow(r,9)1 
or r=a 

Pa 1 ~ 
= - - - l n cos n9 

2To 1ta n=l J
21t 

[v(<ji) + p<l>(<ji)] cos n<ji d<ji , 
0 

which is found by differentiating Eq. 4-9. 

11 
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SECTION 5.0 

SOLUTION OF THE COUPLED FRAME AND MEMBRANE EQUATIONS 

The coupled membrane frame solution can now be obtained by the simultaneous 
solution of the coupled frame displacement (Eqs. 3-5 and 3-6) and the membrane 
slope (Eq. 4-10). 

We arrive at the simultaneous solution of Eqs. 3-5, 3-6, and 4-10 in the fol
lowing manner. First, a constant value for a(9) is chosen. A good starting 
value for a(9) is the slope corresponding to the axisymmetric solution, which 
is Pa/(2T

0
) as obtained from Eq. 4-10. Once a(9) is known the bending and 

twist equations (Eqs. 3-5 and 3-6) are solved for <1>(9) and v(9). The new 
values for <1>(9) and v(9) are then substituted into Eq. 4-10, and an updated 
solution for a(9) is determined. The solution for a(9) is now substituted 
back into Eqs. 3-5 and 3-6, and the process is repeated as before. This 
iterative process is carried out until the new value and the previous value 
for <1>(9) and v(9), as well as a(9), do not differ beyond a prescribed inac
curacy limit. In practice, no more than 10 to 12 iterations are required to 
provide very satisfactory convergence. 
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SECTION 6.0 

SURFACE ERROR MODEL 

The surfaee aeeuraey of the membrane ean be determined from the surfaee defor
mations by defining surfaee slope ehanges due to the loading. These surfaee 
slope ehanges are determined most easily from the surfaee rotation veetor as 
defined in elassieal shell theory [17]. For shallow shells, using eylindrieal 
eoordinates, and negleeting rotations about the normal surfaee direetions 
(sinee this rotation eomponent will not lead to optieal errors), the surfaee 
rotation veetor Q ean be defined to first order by 

-± ow + 1 (ow)+ 
~J = ~ e9 + r o0 er ' (6-1) 

where te and ir are the unit base veet ors in the 0 and r dire et ions, respee
t i vely. Having determined the surfaee rotation veetor, the slope error and 
surfaee aeeuraey are easily found. The most eommon surfaee error measure [19] 
used to define optieal aeeuraey for refleetors is the root-mean-square (RMS) 
average of the surfaee rotation Q. Using the RMS average definition, ~ ean be 
deseribed by 

1/2 

~ = 

where the surfaee area element dAs is given by 

dAs = r dr d0 • 

Substituting Eq. 6-1 into Eq. 6-2 results in 

\sJJ li~:t + ~(~;)2]r 
~ = 

f f dA s 
and 

f2n t (Vw•Vw)r dr d0 
0 0 = 

-n;a2 

dr d0 

1/2 

(6-2) 

1/2 

(6-3) 

where Vw represents the veetor gradient of the membrane surfaee deformation w. 

It is important to note that Eq. 6-3 is valid to first order for shallow 
shells and henee is applieable for slightly eurved or foeused membranes as 
well. The only point to remember is that in Eq. 6-3 w is the inerement in 
displaeement from the equilibrium position of the unloaded membrane. Sueh 
foeused membranes may be developed by methods as deseribed in Ref. 1. 

If we rewrite Eq. 4-9 in the form 

w(r,0) r An(.!.a)n eos ne , 
n=l 

(6-4) 

13 
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where 

1 21t 
An= - J [v(~) - p$(~)] cos n~ d~ , 

1t 0 
(6-5) 

then ~ can be rewritten using Eqs. 6-5 and 6-3 and the orthogonality con
ditions in the 0 integration. ~ can be described by: 

~ = 2 Pa + l n ~ 2
) 2 a, ~A ~ 2! 1 / 

2 

~2 4To n=l n ~ 
(6-6) 

\a "} n=l a / 
= 2 { Wo \ 2 + I n(An \ 2j 1 / 2 ' 

where w
0 

is the center deflection of a uniform y loaded membrane fixed at the 
edge (r = a), defined by 

Pa2 
w0 = 4T • (6-7) 

0 

Thus, as seen in Eq. 6-6, the surface error has two contri butions--one from 
the axisymmetric uniformly loaded membrane and one from the out-of-plane sup
port frame displacements. For passive surface control (i.e., no active con
trol of the net pressure on the reflective surface) and for a reasonably stiff 
frarre or from a low-membrane pretension (T

0
), the error will be dominated by 

the first term, and therefore~ can be described by 

~ ~ rz (:0
) • (6-8) 

An even better approximation for ~ can be obtained by also considering the 
maximum vertical deflection between the supports Vmax' corresponding to the 
nonaxisymmetric deformation as well as the axisymmetric deformation, which 
results in 

(6-9) 

where j is the number of evenly spaced vertical supports. When the net 
reflective surface is actively controlled, the first term in Eq. 6-9 can be 
essentially eliminated. Active control might be implemented in a double mem
brane design by controlling the vacuum between the two membranes so that the 
average pressure on the reflective membrane is reduced to zero. 
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SECTION 7.0 

RESULTS 

As previously noted, the primary purpose of this report is to describe the 
simple analytical model and demonstrate the major structural response issues 
corresponding to the stretched membrane-frame combination. An additional aim 
is to describe the model's characteristics and its potential capability for 
the design and the prediction of the optical performance of stretched-membrane 
heliostat reflective modules under pressure loading. Although many insights 
can be gained into the design of such reflective modules and many meaningful 
trade-offs can be presented, only a few will be discussed here. Stability 
investigations, trade-off studies, and parametric variations that show design 
trends and preferred technical approaches will be presented in later reports. 

Figures 7-1 through 7-6 illustrate some of the model characteristics and capa
bilities. For each of these figures a single-ring configuration is used, 
which is characterized by the folt;owin; geometric and st6uctu2al properties: 
R = 5.0 m, p = 0.0, El= 1.77 x 10 N:~, GK= 0.380 x 10 N•m, h = O, and a 
frame cross-section area of 1.66 x 10 m2• These properties correspond to a 
rectangular cross section that is roughly 200 mm (2H) by 75 m (2W), with a 
wall thickness of 3.2 mm. Hence, for this particular frame, the p = 0 condi
tion is an artiface used in the analysis to study the offset sensitivities.* 

The membrane used in the NASTRAN compa9isons was assumed to be O. 254-mm thick 
with a Young's modulus of 200 x 10 Pa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3. 
Figure 7-1 shows the maximum vertical displacement of the frame between the 
supports as a function of pressure. Over the range of pressures that are con
sidered, the displacement is nearly linear with pressure and is dependent on 
the tension. The dependence on the tension results from the interaction of 
the membrane with the frame in two ways. The first response results as the 
membrane transmits the lateral pressure load to the frame thus satisfying ver
tical equilibrium. 

The second interaction effect is that the membrane also induces a compressive 
stress in the frame, which enhances the vertical displacement of the frame. 
This is analogous to the effect experienced in a beam that is laterally loaded 
and compressed along its axis by opposing forces at both ends. It is seen 
that at higher tensions, the enhancement becomes greater, as would be 
expected. In fact at very high tensions, the enhancements due to the tension 
in the membrane grow quite dramatically in a nonlinear fashion as lateral 
pressure on the membrane is increased. Figure 7-1 shows that at low tensions, 
the lateral displacements approach the values predicted for rings loaded 
laterally only, with no membrane as predicted by McGuiness [ 9]. The cor
responding frame deformations, as predicted by NASTRAN [2], are also shown in 
Figure 7-1. It is seen that the model and NASTRAN predictions agree quite 
closely, with the disagreement increasing with pressure. The simple model 
predictions are slightly less than those predicted by NASTRAN, and the maximum 
disagreement occurs at 90 Pa and is less than 5%. For reference, 90 Pa cor
responds to a normal dynamic wind pressure (normal to the reflective surface) 
that would be experienced in a 12-m/s (27-mph) wind. 

*Frames with p = O can, however, be designed. 
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Figure 7-1. Maxi1BUm Vertical Displacement of the Ring Frame Midway between 
the Supports as a Function of Applied Lateral Pressure for 
Several Different Membrane Tensions. Also shown are the NASTRAN 
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Figure 7-2 shows the maximum vertical displacement of the frame member as a 
function of tension for several pressure levels applied to the membrane. Even 
at fairly low constant pressures, there is a definite nonlinear dependence on 
the membrane tension. The nonlinearity is more pronounced at the higher ten
sions and is due primarily to the load-displacement interaction in the com
pressed frame as previously discussed. The increasing nonlinearity with ten
sion is also consistent with the trends anticipated from stability considera
tions. Also, Figure 7-2 shows the NASTRAN predictions, which show quite close 
agreement (as in Figure 7-1) over the range of parameters considered. 
Finally, the large displacements that can occur with very high tensions are 
not of major concern for practical and well-designed stable systems since, in 
these cases, the frame would be designed so that the nonlinear displacement 
regimes and stability limits would be well beyond the normal operating 
tensions required for optically accurate frame-membrane combinations. 

Figure 7-3 illustrates the variation of the vertically applied load Q(9) 
caused by the membrane around the frame. As the membrane deforms, a vertical 
and a horizontal load resultant occur on the frame. As expected, the average 
of the vertical load on the frame should equilibrate the lateral applied pres
sure on the membrane, as seen in Figure 7-3 where the horizontal line cor
responds to the average vertical load. It is interesting to note that the 
vertical load is highest at the supports and lowest midway between the sup
ports because the membrane-frame combination tends to deform between the sup
ports. The normal load is relieved in that region, resulting in a minimum 
energy configuration for the system. At the supports, since there is no free
dom of vertical displacement, the structure cannot adjust to help reduce the 
load. 

Figure 7-4 illustrates several displacement and rotational effects, all as a 
function of distance between the two supports along the frame for a tension of 
26,250 N and a pressure of 90 Pa. The top curve marked a shows the slope of 
the membrane relative to the horizontal, at the attachment as a function of 9 
between the supports. The slope of the membrane with respect to the hori
zontal is greatest at the supports and smallest at the center between the sup
ports. The second curve illustrates the displacement distribution v(9) of the 
beam vertically between the two supports. The variation indicates a maximum 
displacement at the center and zero vertical displacement and slope at the 
supports, which is consistent with the boundary conditions. The final curve 
shows the rotation of the frame ~(9) as a function of distance between the two 
supports. The frame actually rotates in a positive direction at both supports 
(i.e., rolls outward), being unconstrained in that coordinate direction (this 
is caused by the twist-bending interaction), and rotates to a minimum negative 
value in the center between the supports with zero rotation points midway 
between. Figure 7-4 also shows the corresponding NASTRAN predictions for the 
various quantities; again quite close agreement is apparent. 

The shape of the vertical displacement curve can be inferred from the boundary 
conditions, along with applied loading as shown in Figure 7-3. The shape of 
the membrane attachment angle can be inferred by considering the symmetry con
ditions and the vertical displacement. The symmetry conditions imply zero 
variation of a with 9 at and midway between the supports. The maximum ver
tical displacement of the frame in the center between the supports will result 
in a minimum a at that point. The shape of the~ curve can be inferred from 
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the boundary conditions (zero slope at the supports) and the displacement com
patibility conditions. As the frame displaces upward, it will tend to rotate 
in a negative direction, with a minimum (i.e., maximum negative) rotation 
occurring at the midpoint between the supports. 

Figure 7-5 illustrates the predicted bending moments in the frame as a func
tion of the 9 position along the frame. The bending moment about they axis, 
which is due primarily to the applied vertical load and the induced vertical 
shear, is analogous to the bending moment induced in a straight beam com
pressed at both ends and loaded laterally with a variable vertical load, such 
as presented in Figure 7-3. The twisting moment, which is quite moderate com
pared to the bending moment, is induced by the interaction of bending and 
rotation of the frame, which in turn is caused by the membrane. This effect 
occurs primarily as a result of the moment curvature relation, as described by 
Eq. 3-6. Considerations of the displacement variations in v and ¢,, as pre
sented in Eq. 3-7, can predict the illustrated effects. Also the shape of the 
twist moment curve can be inferred from symmetry arguments (i.e., twist 
moments must be zero at and midway between the ends). In general, there will 
be an additional small effect caused by the membrane attachment horizontal 
offset (p) from the center of rotation and the deformation of the membrane. 
More about this will be mentioned later. As before, the NASTRAN predictions 
corresponding to the simple-solution predictions show quite good agreement. 

Figure 7-6 illustrates the effect of vertical internal frame shear as a func
tion of distance between two supports. The shear at the ends satisfies the 
overall equilibrium conditions; also the shear curve is nonlinear, which is 
caused by the variation of the applied vertical shear load described in Fig
ure 7-3 (see also Eq. ~-6 in Appendix A). 

Figures 7-7 and 7-8 demonstrate the deformation pattern predicted for the mem
brane and also demonstrate the agreement of the simplified solution with the 
NASTRAN predictions. Figure 7-7 is a plot of the membrane deflection w, as a 
function of the circumferential coordinate. The figure presents predictions 
for several values of the radius r. Near the rim (i.e., at r = R = 5.0 m) the 
deformation process follows that of the frame very closely, which is required 
by compatibility, and as the radius becomes smaller, the variation becomes 
attenuated. As the radius approaches zero, there is little e dependence. The 
radial decay of the nonsymmetric deformation contribution, as shown in the 
figure, can be inferred from Eq. 4-7 (i.e., for w2 ). It is noteworthy that 
although the solution for the simple model is linear, there is extremely good 
agreement with the NASTRAN solution, and the agreement becomes better as the 
radius becomes smaller. Even at large radii, only a 2%-3% difference is 
apparent. 

Figure 7-8 shows the dependence of the membrane deformation on the radial 
coordinate directly for two values of 0. The NASTRAN predictions for the 
total membrane deformation are quite close to the simple solution results that 
would be expected from the previous good agreement. Additional curves shown 
in Figure 7-8 also illustrate how the two components corresponding to the 
axisymmetric sag (i.e., w1 in Eq. 4-6) of the membrane and to the nonsymmetric 
portion are induced by the frame deformation (i.e., w2 in Eq. 4-7). 
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Physically, the symmetric portion w1 corresponds to the deflection of the mem
brane due to the wind and weight load, but with the edges fixed at zero 
deflection. Conversely, the nonsymmetric portion of the deflection w2 cor
responds to zero wind and weight load but with the membrane edge deflected to 
conform to the deflected frame. The breakout for these two components of 
deformation is shown for 0 = 0 deg and for 0 = 60 deg. Therefore, the non
symmetric deformation contribution results in a net average vertical displace
ment of the membrane caused by the frame deformation. This effect can be 
visualized by considering the deformation of the frame between the two sup
ports in a harmonic pattern and then locating the centroid of the harmonic 
pattern. Since the pattern is nearly symmetric between the minimum and maxi
mum displacements, the centroid will lie approximately halfway between the 
displacement extremes. In Figure 7-8 the nonsymmetric deformation curves for 
0 = 0 deg (minimum frame deformation) and 0 = 60 deg (maximum frame deforma
tions) are nearly mirror images about a plane, which is about 5.18 mm above 
the zero displacement plane. By taking the midpoint between the deformation 
extremes of the frame for comparison, a 5.08-mm average displacement is 
predicted. 

Figures 7-9 and 7-10 illustrate the measures of predicted surface deformation 
error as described in Eq. 6-6. Here again, we depict the RMS error contribu
tions from the two displacement contributions along with the total error, 
which is the root mean square sum of the two RMS error contributions. The 
error contributions ~land ~2 correspond to the axisymmetric and nonsymmetric 
deformations w1 and w2 , respectively. 

Figures 7-9 and 7-10 both assume that no attempt has been made to actively 
control the axisymmetric portion of the membrane deformation. Thus these 
curves correspond to a passive design where a prescribed initial curvature is 
assumed, and the incremental displacement field corresponding to the applied 
pressure increment results in ~ 1 and ~ 2 • Figure 7-9 illustrates the ratio of 
~ 2 over ~ 1 as a function of the tension in the membrane for the same frame 
system considered in the previous figures. This curve is also valid for all 
pressure levels (or very nearly so) since both displacement contributions are 
found to be nearly linear with pressure (see Figure 7-1). Figure 7-9 also 
shows that the ratio of ~2 over ~l is very small at low tensions and increases 
to significant values only as the tension becomes considerably higher. Thus 
the axisymmetric contribution ~ 1 dominates the error process at low-to
moderate tensions for the frame and loading condition being considered here. 
Further, for stiffer frames ~l will be dominant over even a larger tension 
range. 

In Figure 7-10, the total RMS surface error ~T (solid curves) and ~l (dashed 
curves) is plotted as a function of tension for the same frame as mentioned 
above and for two different pressure levels. The pressure levels of 30 Pa and 
60 Pa would correspond [ l] to a wind velocity that impinges the surface 
normally at about 7 m/s and 10 m/s, respectively. Here again, the dominance 
of ~l as a contribution to ~T is illustrated. The total error measure, which 
corresponds to axisymmetric deformation ~ 1 , can be approximated quite accu
rately until the tensions exceed about 35,000 N/m (for the frame and loading 
under consideration). 
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It should be noted that changing the frame stiffness will not mitigate ~ 1 to 
any appreciable extent. However, ~2 can be easily decreased by increasing the 
stiffness of the frame to bending and twisting (EI and GK) stiffnesses. On 
the other hand, the only way the designer can decrease ~ 1 for the single 
stretched-membrane concept analyzed here is to increase the tension or to 
operate the stretched membrane at a lower operating pressure. If necessary, 
however, active control of the reflector membrane can be used to eliminate, or 
at least greatly reduce, the effect of ~ 1 at some increase in cost and com
plexity. It also should be noted that the pressures indicated on Figure 7-10 
are probably higher than one would design for. Hence, the error associated 
with the axisymmetric portion could be considerably lower than this figure 
implies. However, since the analysis has been performed to illustrate struc
tural response phenomena and the predictions of the model, this issue will not 
be discussed further at this point but will be relegated to a future report 
that will delve into these issues in more detail. 

We will now discuss several other important effects that have been studied. 
First, the effect of the horizontal offset p (see Figure 2-2) is quite moder
ate for the case studied in Figures 7-3 through 7-7. Little change in frame 
vertical displacement occurs when the value of p changes if the pressure is 
also adjusted to keep the total load on the membrane constant. For example, 
if p is changed from O to 0.0381 m (which is consistent with the frame cross 
section selected), the maximum vertical frame displacement for the two cases 
is identical to four significant figures. Increasing p to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 m 
(while holding GK and EI constant), the maximum vertical displacement 
decreases from 10.15 mm (for p = O) to 10.14, 10.12, and 10.09 mm, respec
tively. Vertical displacement decreases slightly because, due to the offset, 
the moment arm twists the frame in the opposite direction from which it would 
want to rotate for the p = 0 case in the region where the vertical displace
ment is a maximum. Thus, comparing the peak rotations for the p = 0 case to 
the p = 0.3 case, it was found that the maximum positive rotation at the sup
ports (minimum vertical displacement region) increases from 3.9 mrad to 
4.8 mrad, but in the region of maximum vertical displacement the negative 
rotation is retarded from -3.6 mrad to -2.7 mrad. 

Though we have not studied the vertical offset problem in detail, the analysis 
already done indicates a number of trends. The vertical offset effect h, as 
shown in Figure 2-2 and as predicted with the simple analysis, is minimal (see 
Appendix A, Eqs. A-10 and A-11) and has only a small nonlinear dependence. 
The simple model results agree with the NASTRAN results as long as the other 
model assumptions hold (primarily the assumption of constant membrane 
tension). 

To illustrate this consider a vertical offset case studied with both the 
simple model and NASTRAN, where the frame is defined as corresponding to the 
cases studied in Figures 7-3 to 7-7. The offset h equals 100 mm; the initial 
uniform ring twist is 37 .63 mrad for the initial tension, which we assume is 
26,250 N/m. For a pressure loading of P = 90 Pa, the simple linear model pre
dicts a maximum vertical displacement between the supports of 10.15 mm and a 
maximum rotation of 3. 99 mrad, for both the offset and zero vertical offset 
cases. For the zero offset case, the NASTRAN method predicts a maximum ver
tical frame displacement of 10.45 mm and a frame rotation of 4.1 mrad. If the 
membrane is attached to the frame so that only radial loading is experienced 
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at the attachment, the NASTRAN model predicts a maximum vertical frame dis
placement of 10.44 mm and a maximum rotation of 4.27 mrad due to lateral 
loading. If on the other hand the membrane is assumed to be rigidly attached 
to the frame circumferentially as well as radially (i.e., as in welding or 
bonding), then the NASTRAN model predicts a maximum vertical frame displace
ment of 8.89 mm and a maximum rotation of 3.97 mrad. Thus, the difference in 
the boundary condition (i.e., attachment procedure) causes a n·oticeable 
decrease in the maximum vertical frame displacement. 

For a radial constraint only, the simple model results agree quite closely 
with the NASTRAN predictions, where the membrane tensions were found to be 
constant over the membrane surface to within 1.0%. For the rigid attachment 
case, the effect of the offset becomes quite noticeable because the bending of 
the frame causes additional compressive or tensile circumferential strain 
increments in the membrane near the attachment. Due to bending in the frame, 
the circumferential strain increment in the membrane must be equal to the 
frame strain increment at the attachment point. In essence, the membrane 
increases the effective bending resistance of the frame by the offset. For 
this case, tension nonuniformities of ±16% were observed near the frame. 

It is interesting to note that, for the case studied, the rotation (in the z 
direction) of the frame did not seem to affect the membrane tension very much 
as we had anticipated. It might also be noted that for very thin membranes or 
for low-modulus membranes, the effect of the vertical offset should be 
mitigated even if the membrane were rigidly attached to the frame. Such con
siderations will be important if high-strength polymer structural membranes 
are used. 

Similar results were obtained when the vertical offset problem was investi
gated with NASTRAN for the same frame as discussed above but for different 
loading and support conditions. The above effects are accentuated in this 
case, where a tension of 22,750 N/m and zero pressure were used along with 
four vertical concentrated loads of alternating sign placed at 90 deg inter
vals around the frame. [The primary purpose of this configuration was to 
study potential stability problems corresponding to the lowest fundamental 
(n = 2) mode shape.] For the zero offset and the 100-mm offset (with radial
only constraint) cases, the maximum vertical frame displacement was predicted 
to be 44.8 mm and 44. 7 mm, respectively. The corresponding frame rotations 
were 11.56 mrad and 11.43 mrad, respectively. When the membrane was rigidly 
attached, for the 100-mm offset case, the maximum vertical frame displacement 
was predicted to be only 30.0 mm and the peak rotation was 8.28 mrad. 

One response of interest that has emerged from evaluating and comparing the 
NASTRAN results with the results of the simple model is that in all cases 
where agreement is good, the membrane tension remains fairly constant though 
the radial displacement of the frame is not predicted to necessarily remain 
uniform around the circumference in the NASTRAN results. Thus, the frame 
tends to deform in such a way that the constant tension in the membrane is 
accommodated, as long as additional local strains in the membrane are not 
induced due to frame bending (i.e., as with the offset effect discussed 
above). It should be noted that the particular frame investigated for most of 
the comparisons in this report is fairly compliant in the radial direction, as 
compared with the membrane itself. It is anticipated that if the frame is 
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stiffened significantly in the radial direction, more noticeable tension vari
ations might be experienced; these would probably lead to some higher discrep
ancies in the relative predicted deformations by the simple method and the 
more detailed NASTRAN approach. Hence, since radial stability does not appear 
(from preliminary considerations) to be an issue, low radial stiffness pre
sents no particular problems and is actually desirable from a design perspec
tive since this should help to smooth out tension variations in the membrane. 

The impact that torsional rigidity has on vertical displacement was also 
studied. For the single-membrane case the impact was significant, which can 
be seen intuitively from the strong twist/displacement coupling· in Eqs. 3-3 
through 3-6 and is demonstrated in Figure 7-ll. The baseline case noted in 
Figure 7-ll corresponds to the case that was selected in Figures 7-3 through 
7-7. As is shown in Figure 7-11, for the baseline case a 50% decrease in tor
sional rigidity will increase the vertical frame deflection by about 50%; but 
a 100% increase in torsional rigidity will decrease the frame displacement by 
about 20%, and an infinite frame torsional rigidity will decrease the vertical 
displacement by about 40% relative to the baseline case. The trend is iden
tical in form to that which would be anticipated [9] for laterally loaded but 
untensioned rings. 

Though stability will not be addressed in detail here since the simple model 
cannot adequately elucidate many of the important stability issues, several 
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design features and response mechanisms identified above can affect the sta
bility of the frame-membrane assembly. The most obvious response related to a 
potential stability problem is the amplification of out-of-plane frame defor
mations by increased membrane tension. Although catastrophic collapse of the 
membrane-frame (based on analysis to be presented in a later report) does not 
appear to be a major problem, the tendency to amplify either initial imperfec
tions (due to manufacturing tolerances) or other laterally load-induced, out
of-plane deformations at least to the point of unacceptable optical surface 
quality is present at some tension level. Further, the tendency exists for 
the membrane to mitigate or amplify lateral deformations in some situations. 
For instance, if no lateral loading of the membrane is present and the frame 
is initially warped out of plane, the membrane will introduce a shear load in 
the frame that will tend to decrease the vertical frame deformation, but a 
counteracting twist effect that will tend to increase out-of-plane deforma
tions will also be present. 

Other issues that have an impact on stability include dual membranes and off
set effect, which becomes more important as deformations grow. The vertical 
offset effect not only becomes more pronounced at large deformations but the 
initial frame twist, induced by applying the membrane to the frame, also 
induces a bending stress in the frame. The bending stress can potentially 
affect gross buckling distortion and particularly local wall stability of 
thin-walled frames as well. To get a feel for the magnitude of the prestress 
caused by a vertical offset, consider the same case as presented in 
Figures 7-3 through 7-7. A membrane attached to the center of the frame under 
investigation would induce a nearly uniform compressive stress of about 78 MPa 
(10.7 ksi); however, if a single membrane were attached at a height of 100 mm 
(h in Figure 2-2) above the frame centerline, then an additional bending 
stress of 143 MPa (20. 7 ksi) would be present. Thus, for this case the peak 
local stress could be magnified three times (over the average compressive 
stress) by the offset. Finally, it might also be noted that the vertical off
set effect, unless counteracted by a second rear-surface membrane, can cause 
further amplification of initial vertical frame distortions by virtue of the 
initial twist. 
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SECTION 8.0 

COBCLUSIOBS 

This report has identified a number of important structural response and 
design considerations that have an impact on the deformation performance and 
optical accuracy of stretched-membrane reflectors. The design considerations 
that were identified have been based on the analyses of single-membrane 
modules. However, based on comparative analyses of the single-membrane con
cept with a vertical offset, we feel that many of the design considerations 
will also be directly related to double-membrane concepts. The model also 
provides a useful method for assessing the coupled membrane/frame problem and 
for evaluating structural design approaches and system trade-off studies 
requiring optical accuracy measures. 

The model and analyses presented here demonstrate the need to consider the 
coupled problem rather than the independent assessment of the ring and/or 
frame, which becomes especially important as the membrane tension increases. 
From the results presented above, we see that increased tensions accentuate 
the out-of-plane frame deformations due to the induced compressive load on the 
frame. This effect is important not only when considering the lateral pres
sure load and a frame with periodic supports rut also when initial frame 
imperfections are considered because, as can be seen by analogy, the 
increasing tension in the membrane will tend to amplify initial imperfections 
in the frame and thus adversely impact the optical accuracy of the assembly. 

Ignoring for the moment the direct coupling between the frame and the membrane 
and considering the membrane to be shaped to the contour of the frame, the 
twist/lateral deformation coupling of the frame is an important design con
sideration because nonuniform frame twist can, without the presence of lateral 
loading, induce out-of-plane frame and surface deformations. Further, a care
ful trade-off between torsional stiffness and bending stiffness of the frame 
is needed to minimize lateral deformations and the associated optical errors. 

Another signficant consideration is the position and method of attaching the 
membrane to the frame. If the membrane is attached to the frame so that its 
plane does not pass through the frame shear center, an initial twist of the 
frame will be present prior to lateral pressure loading. This initial twist 
can amplify initial out-of-plane deformations and can induce a peak bending 
stress, which is up to three times as great as the average compressive stress, 
in the frame. Further, if the membrane is rigidly attached to the frame it 
can increase the effective bending stiffness of the frame and reduce the out
of-plane frame and optical distortions. 

The model developed in this report provides an accurate and simple method for 
predicting the structural response of single-membrane reflective modules in 
which the membrane passes through the frame shear center or in which the mem
brane is offset but attached so that only radial constraint is experienced. 
The model should also apply to cases in which the membrane is both offset ver
tically and rigidly attached if the membrane material is considerably more 
compliant than the frame material (i.e., as with polymer membranes and steel 
frames). Moreover, the model provides a convenient tool for evaluating and 
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screening various designs and for system trade-off studies. Further, the 
model provides a conservative estimate for deflections (i.e., it overpredicts) 

when there is an offset membrane that is rigidly attached to the frame. 

Finally, the model can be modified, as outlined in Appendix A, to consider 
certain dual-membrane designs. 

Some cautions with respect to the simple model are noteworthy. The' model is 
not intended to be used for large deformation situations, stability analyses, 
or"" for any situation where the assumptions are violated to any significant 

extent (though it may be worthwhile if used wisely in conjunction with other 
more sophisticated stability assessments). For example, the model will give 
no insight into the effect of varying tension or membrane shear, which occurs 

when large frame distortions dominate. In a sense, the above cautions do not 
limit the use of the model since, as noted above, a well-designed reflective 

module will be both stable and sufficiently stiff for optical performance rea
sons and the resulting deformations will be small from a structural 

perspective. 

Structural response and performance issues requiring the most immediate fur

ther investigation include: a detailed assessment of the stability of the 
frame-membrane combination under various loading conditions and constraint 

configurations, the assessment of structural and performance benefits of 
single- or double-membrane systems, allowable frame imperfections and their 
anticipated amplifications under different loading environments, the optimum 
number and type of frame supports, optical advantages of vacuum focusing 

versus laminate focusing, and nonuniform membrane surface loading effects. 
Further, experiments are needed to verify existing analyses and to identify 

where current procedures may be lacking. Finally, dynamic issues should be 
investigated to identify potential problems (such as low-frequency wind
induced vibrations). 
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APPENDIX A 

FRAME EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 

Consider an incremental frame element of length M8 as shown in Figure A-la 
and b where the coordinate directions are as described in Figure 2-2 in the 
main body of the text. First consider the moment balance for twist about the 
point O in the figure; then in the z direction 

ltttttttt11° 
V + h.V 

a) Radially outward view of frame element 

b) Top view of frame element 

.., 
"' <') 

g 

(A-1) 

Figure A-1. Equilibrium Forces on an Incremental Element of the Frame 
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where M is the applied torque per unit length caused by the membrane and as 
measure3 along the circumference of the frame centroid (see Figure A-1 b). 
Then let 60 approach zero and Eq. A-1 now becomes 

oMz 
~+My + M0 R = 0. (A-2) 

Consider now moments in they direction (about point O), then 

(My+ 6My) cos 60 - My - (Mz + 6Mz) sin 60 + (V + 6V)M0 + N6v = 0, (A-3) 

where Vis the shear resultant as defined in Figure A-1. N is the hoop com
pressive force on the frame caused by the radially inward membrane induced 
load. 

Again, letting 60 approach zero results in the following equation: 

oMy _ ov _ 
o0 Mz + VR + ~ - 0 • (A-4) 

It is interesting to note here that if Eq. A-4 is solved for V, contributions 
in addition to those from~ result. That is, coupling effects with the twist 
moment Mz, and with the ring compressive force N, appear. 

The shear resultant can be determined from the vertical equilibrium, or 

V + 6V - V + QM0 = 0, (A-5) 

where Q is the vertical load per unit length caused by the membrane, which 
results in 

oV + QR = 0 
00 • 

(A-6) 

as 60 approaches zero. 

By using Eq. A-6, Eq. A-4 may now be written as 

(A-7) 

It now only remains to determine Q and M
0 

as a function of the membrane ten
sion T

0
, the geometry, and the deformations. First consider radial equilib

rium of the frame, which requires that 

N = T0a. (A-8) 

Then from Figures A-lb and A-2 it is seen that for an element of length M0, 

QM0 = T0 a60a:, 
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or 

--To 

Circumferential view of frame-cross section 

N .. 
"' "" 0 
0 

Figure A-2. A Circumferential View of the Frame Cross Section and the 
Rotation Angle of the Frame as Well as the Relative Rotation 
of the Meabrane to the Frame and the Horizontal 

(A-9) 

In determining the applied torque about the frame centroid M
0

, the deforma
tions of the membrane relative to the frame must be considered. Further by 
assuming linear superposition, only the moment increment contribution corre
sponding to the lateral loading is of interest, though there in general may be 
some initial applied moment about the frame due to a nonzero value of h*. 
This moment increment can be determined by taking the difference in the 
moments, induced by the membrane, before and after the lateral load is applied 
to the membrane. Taking such a difference results in the applied torque 
moment increment, due to the lateral load and deformation, about the frame 
centroid, which is given by 

(A-10) 

*The initial deformation and stress state of an initially perfect ring is given 
in Appendix C. 
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Then by taking only the first order terms, in a; and <I>, the appropriate value 
for M

0
R is 

(A-11) 

It is seen from Eq. A-10 that even if an initial applied moment about the 
frame is present, due to a nonzero h (of amount - hT

0
a/R), it will ii:npact the 

applied moment increment caused by lateral pressure loading of the membrane 
only in second order. Thus while the nonzero hand the corresponding initial 
stress state will impact stability considerations, it will have a negligible 
effect on the small deformation problem associated with a stable configura
tion. It should be noted, however, that the discussion above is valid only if 
the assumption of constant tension remains valid. It is anticipated that sig
nificant inaccuracies may result as this assumption is violated. 

The desired equilibrium equations can now be written by combining Eqs. A-9 and 
A-11 with Eqs. A-7 and A-2, respectively. The resulting equations are given 
by 

(A-12) 
or 

2 
o My - oMz - T Ra [a - (.!. o2v)] = 0 • 

09 2 oe o R 092 (A-13) 

The last issue to be raised is related to the effect of multiple membranes. 
Two membranes have been suggested for focusing purposes [ 1] where a vacuum 
would be introduced between the surfaces to induce curvature and hence 
focusing. By considering the load introduced by each membrane separately the 
appropriate equations analogous to Eqs. A-9 and A-11 are given by 

2 
QR = a l T0 ia;i , (A-14) 

i=l 
and 

MoR = ap( I Toia;i -
i=l 

(A-15) 

where the subscript 
respectively. 

i (= 1,2) corresponds to the first and second membrane, 

Then the governing Eqs. A-12 and A-13 become 

oM •{I Ta1•1 -2,) . z 
My+ 0 , (A-16) 50+ 

i=l 

and 

0 2M oM 2 

+ .(I T0 1) o2v ::._:_::t_ - __ z - aR l Toia;i --= 0 • (A-17) 
oe 2 oe i=l i=l oe 2 
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APPENDIX B 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION APPROACH 

There are numerous suitable approaehes that ean be followed to attain the 
solution of Eqs. 3-5 and 3-6. Sinee a numerieal iterative approaeh was 
seleeted to resolve the cx(0) eoupling with Eq. 4-10, a straightforward and 
effieient numerieal approaeh for the eoupled Eqs. 3-5 and 3-6 was also deemed 
satisfaetory. The approaeh taken for the model presented here was to reduee 
the order of the two eoupled Eqs. 3-5 and 3-6 to six first order linear dif
ferential equations. Then, the resulting set of equations ean be written in 
the form 

dY d0 = DY + s c e) , (B-1) 

where 

Y = [v,v',v",v"', q>, qi']T, (B-2) 

and Dis a square matrix of order six. The elements Dij of Dare defined by 

[
GK R

2

aT0 
( GK) ( EI)] D 43 EI - ----ifl - l + EI l + GK 

D 45 R 1 (-+ ~) (~ + pa~~R) 
(B-3) 

D63 = - ½ (1 + ~) 

(
EI paToR) 

D65 GK+ GK • 

012 Dz3 = D34 = D56 l 

All other terms are zero. The veetor Sis defined by 

S = [O,O,O,S4 ,o,s6]T, (B-4) 

where 

and (B-5) 

The required boundary eonditions at 0 = 0 and 2n/3 for Eq. B-1 ean be 
deseribed by 

* [ I I I I I ] r(O) = 0,0,v (O),v (O),qi(O),O , (B-6) 
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and 

(B-7) 

Eq. B-1 is now easily solved by any number of proeedures. A fourth order 
Runge Kutta proeedure was used for the analysis presented in this report. The 
only remaining diffieulty relates to the initial eonditions that· must be 
speeified correetly to arrive at the solution. Thus, the initial starting 
vector Y0 must be known. 

The veetor Y
0 

eannot be eompletely specified initially since v' '(O), v'' '(O), 
and (j) (O) are unknown; nor are they arbitrary sinee they must be selected to 
satisfy Eq. B-7 as well. It is noted that if the solution for f is unique, 
only one ehoice for v' '(O), v' ''(O), and (j)(O) will result in the first, 
seeond, and sixth elements in Eq. B-7 equal to zero. The selection of v''(O), 
v'''(O), and (j)(O) can be made and improved iteratively by using Newton 
Raphson' s approaeh in the following manner. Let v' '(O), v'' '(O), and (j)(O) 
form the components of an initializing veetor Z0 , such that 

20 = [v
11

(0),v
111

(0),(j)(O)]T 

then define the "end error veetor" by 

Ze = [vGn),v' (;n),(j)' (;n)]T • 

(B-8) 

(B-9) 

Thus, if a solution to E~. B-1 is found, then Ze ( the error veetor) will be 
identically zero. When Ze is not zero, Z0 must be adjusted to reduee that 
error to zero. By using Taylor's theorem we can express the error veetor 
Ze as a power series expanded about Z0 • In terms of the eomponents of 
Ze (i.e., Zei' i=l,2,3), the following relation is seen to hold 

= * 3 oZei I 2ei( z.o) + l ~ l:.Zok + • • 
k=l u ok z 

0 

= 0 , (B-10) 

where t:.Z
0
k is the kth eomponent of t:.2 0 • In veetor notation (B-10) beeomes 

(B-11) 

where terms of higher order than one have been dropped and where Bis a 3x3 
matrix defined by 

B 
oze2 oze2 oze2 

(B-12) ------
ozol ozo2 ozo3 

oze3 oZe3 oze3 
------
ozol ozo2 ozo3 
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-+-
Then solving Eq. B-11 for ~Z 0 results in 

-+- -+- ( ) -+- -1 -+- (-+- ) ~Z 0 = Z0 new - Z0 = -B Ze Z0 , 

or (B-13) 

-+- -1 -+- (-+- ) Z0 - B Ze Z0 • 

-+-
Thus E.$• B-14 provides a simple and convenient way of modifying Z0 given an 
error Ze• From a practical perspect-+-ive Bis easily formulated, one column at 
a time by varying one element of Z0 , while holding the other two elements 
constant. In practice, we found that a(0) is so well behaved that most of the 
time only one (nev~r more than two) iteration of Eq. B-14 is required to 
arrive at a satisfactory solution. 
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APPENDIX C 

INITIAL STATE OF A PRESTRESSED PERFECT RING 

Elementary deformation and loads in an initially perfect ring subsequent to 
the application of a membrane under uniform tension T

0 
are given in Table C-1 

below. Two cases are given. The first corresponds to the membrane being 
mounted such that the plane of the membrane passes through the frame cross 
section centroid (or center of twist) of the ring frame (i.e., h = O) such 
that no twist will result. The second case corresponds to the situation 
where the plane of the membrane does not pass through the centroid (i.e., 
h * 0). The variable crz corresponds to the stress normal to the cross section 
face as a function of x, the distance from the frame neutral axis. The 
subscripts N and B correspond to average net compressive and bending 
components, respectively. Other variables are as previously described. 

Table C-1. Initial Stresses and Displacements 
in an Initially Perfect Frame 

Perfect Ring Perfect Ring 
No Twist Case No Twist Case 

h 0 ht 0 

Applied Moment Mo 0 -hT
0

(a/R) 

Displacements 
V 0 0 

<l>o 0 
hT0 Ra 

El 
RaT 0 RaT 0 

uo --- ---
AE AE 

Stresses T0 a T0 a 
0 zN A A 

0 zB 0 - T0 a (x~) 
T0 a (1 xh) crz A Toa A+ I 

Load Resultants 

Myo 0 hT
0

a 

Mzo 0 0 

Vo 0 0 

N T
0

a T
0

a 
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The initial conditions in a prestressed initially imperfect ring are more com
plex than as described above, and the final equilibrium configuration of the 
frame/membrane assembly (not considering lateral loading) will depend on the 
attachment and alignment procedure. Though the model presented in the main 
body of the report can be easily modified to study these effects, these issues 
will be addressed in a later report. 
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